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The site for this thesis is the peripheral zone of Dublin, Ireland. 
The project is driven by a hidden energy and the always present dream of escaping. 
It became an attempt to understand a city that presently remains invisible. 
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''When it escaped it was like an electric laugh, a soundless gasp followed by the kind of laughing only forbidden 
things could make, an inside trickle that became a brilliant pain, bashing at your mouth to let it out." 
Roddy Doyle, Paddy CU:zrU Ha Ha Ha. 
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This project is an attempt to embrace a new city and a new consciousness. It began with the sudden realization 
that the city I thought I knew did not exist. The sprawling periphery of Dublin, Ireland, is the site. 
This site is a field of contradictions created seemingly unconsciously to accommodate emergency housing 
needs. Now, thirty years since the first of these endless housing estates, the permanence of the condition needs 
to be recognized. 
Against all odds, in this depressed landscape of dead end streets, unemployment, isolation and alienation lies an 
explosive energy. This energy, this gritty fight for survival and desire not to be forgotten has been extensively 
expressed in recent literature, music and film but remains unmarked in the physical environment. 
This energy is the motivation for the project. 
The books, films and music relentlessly pursue a momentary dream of getting away. There is always a desire to 
escape - escape yourself and escape this place. 
Dublin housing estate (rom the back of a Garda patrol van. Leo O'Reagan 1994. 
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This dream of escaping is the motivation for this project. 
The project attempts to capture the dream and the energy and express both. 
It is the open spaces, the in-between, the leftovers that remain free enough for this expression. In is here, with 
this available freedom, this letting go or escaping can happen. 
The primary move has been to define these open spaces which have avoided the trap of daily life. They are 
marked and preserved as free zones. They are marked by chosen field boundaries and constructed pieces within 
the fields. 
The constructed pieces, are experienced from near and far, as a totality or fragmented, as tactile pieces, distant 
markers, mental probes or physical adventures. The individual is manipulated with the repeating elements of 
field, path and destination. These constructed pieces become 'vehicles' for this escape experience. 
These 'vehicles' are social condensers or distant markers. They should stimulate disturb and pose questions 
about self, the community, alienation, individuality, position, displacement, life and the city. 
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Street Map o(West Talloght area 5 miles south west of the city 
center. Ordinance Survey of Ireland 1986. 
The act of leaving these marks in this invisible zone will make visible the previously invisible. This field of left 
over ground will be seen with new eyes and noticed to be full of potent possibility. These areas become avail-
able as a kind of escape valve, a vent for frustration, joy or other emotions. 
The field boundaries will move with the season, the structures change, are added to or gradually fall into 
disrepair. Nothing is fmished, nothing is ever complete. If something exists so perfectly complete it will become 
nothing. These fields and structures will only be something with use. It is through use they exist. This use will 
define their value for a particular time, in this place, even as ruins. 
A deliberate openendedness and lack of inevitability characterizes the fmal work. In somewhat the tradition of 
the of the story teller, the ballad singer, the story is not complete but is left open for return and possible reinter-
pretation. 
This project will not go away. It poses many questions that can probably not be answered. They will return. This 
project is not concluded but only begun. 
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Dublin, Ordinance Survey of Ireland 1996. 
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Dublin City growth. The white areas are all those developed since 1972. This development has occured at teh edge of teh city. 
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Dublin is Ireland's capitol city. It lies on the Eastern coast of the country on a sheltered bay marked by twin 
headlands. The Plains ofFingall extend to the North, flat pastures to the West and the Dublin Mountains gently 
rise to the South. The River Liffey bisects the city and two canals the Grand Canal, and the Royal Canal define 
its center. 
The area under consideration in this project is the zone developed in the last thirty years. The city center has 
been surpassed, in magnitude and influence, by its previously supporting edges. It is in these sprawling suburbs 
this floating zone of atomized existence's that the 'real' Dublin now is. The center has become a poor touristic 
interpretation of what a city should be. Or once was. 
On the pending completion of the Westlink road, communication and the once radial dependence on the center 
will be eliminated. This new zone will rely on its own resources, bypass the center, be independent, and become 
more than an invisible appendage to it. 
URBANIZATION 
Contrary to popular belief Ireland is not the underdeveloped, rural and mythical place of holiday brochures. 
About 60% of the population are considered urban dwellers. The population of the country as a whole reached 
an all time low in 1961 at 2.8 million and today has increased to 3.5 million. It is this period of rapid growth 
that this project focuses on. Dublin experienced a similar trend, the most dramatic growth has occurred in this 
past generation from 795,4047 in 1966 to about one million today. Over half the city's inhabitants, 547,000 
people live in the county area the peripheral area of the city. 
THE NEWTOWNS 
Some 170,00 people live in Dublin's "New Towns". It was the 1972 county Dublin Development Plan that 
identified three primary growth areas to become magnet centers. They are the supposedly self sustaining "New 
Towns" of Blanchardstown, to the Northwest of the city , Clondalkin to the west and Tallaght to the south west. 
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Ballymun area (north of city), Street Map. Ordinance Survey of Ireland, 1986. 
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Tallaght area (south west of city), Street Map. Ordinance Survey of Ireland, 1986. 
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The white areas represent more than a I% variation in population of the areas.ln Europe the 
growing areas are predominandy poorer - those at the periphery. 
Growth concentrated in the urban centers. Between 1981 and 1986 (map to the right) the only 
area remaining experiencing a growth if greater than 5% per year was the Tallaght area, south 
west of Dublin. 
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POPUlATION EXPLOSION 
Blanchardstown in the past twenty years has grown from a rural village of 3,000 inhabitants to the present 
number of about 55,000, this pattern will continue as the final projection is to house 90,000 people. 
Clondalkin today houses 45,000 with a projected "final" population of 100,000. The original village of 
Clondalkin in five miles south west of Dublin city. The Northern part of Clondalkin is severely isolated and 
houses 35,000 people. Here, between 65% and 70% of the inhabitants rely on social welfare for their exist-
ence. 
Tallaght twenty years ago Tallaght was a village at the foothills of the Dublin mountains. Today it houses 
80,000. Is also has a new hospital, a regional technical college, county administrative offices, a multiplex 
cinema and the largest shopping center, "The Square" in the Republic of Ireland. It attracts shoppers from as 
far as Iceland, on arranged shopping binges. 
SUBURBANIZATION 
Unlike the American "suburban dram", here the flight to the suburbs was usually not by choice. It was im-
posed by poor economic standing. It was a cheap place to build. 
Government and private housing schemes sprang up overnight in the fields. These houses were for those 
cleared from the inner city tenement slums and new arrivals from the country. This inner city slum clearance 
began in the sixties and continues today. These people live longing for the close associations of urban life. 
Neighboring them, are country people, who could afford no better. Coinciding with increased mechanization 
on farms was the foundation of the Irish State (the constitution finally agreed upon in 1937) which resulted in a 
huge increase in civil service jobs during the post W.W. IT period. This abundance of this type of employment 
continued until recent cutbacks. 
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UMBO 
For both these groups this suburban "limbo" is never considered a real home. Each dreaming of somewhere 
very different. Living life as a dream. 
RESERVATION 
This bizarre mix of inhabitants results in endless contradictions. 
The city and country are no longer defined. The distinction is blurred to a point at which the "real", untouched 
countryside only existing in the imagination of the city dweller. There are vegetable patches, hens, next to 
burnt out cars, rubbish piles and pet horses and ponies living in High Rise buildings. 
Nobody has claimed, or wished to claim this zone. It is the land of temporary existence, where hopes are left 
for elsewhere. Somewhere else becomes more real. Both groups, the country people and the city people are ill 
prepared to comprehend the environment, the city they now live in. They all have decided not to belong. The 
landscape is treated with complete disrespect. It is considered, and confirmed on appearance, a wasteland of no 
advantage. A reservation to live in but never a place to belong. 
SORTING OUT 
The permanence of the condition is beginning to be understood. 
The huge increase in size (10 people per acre) and numbers was left unnoticed until it lead to nightmares. They 
were - social, cultural and administrative. Realization of the vastness of the expansion emerged in the early 
90's and an attempt to control the crisis was officially dealt with then. 
Dublin Corporation administered the city area while the County Council dealt with the surrounding county 
area. All the recent growth has been concentrated in the county area placing a huge burden on administration 
there. Only in 1993 was action taken to remedy the situation and even out the burden of responsibility. Dublin 
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since then, is divided into four administration areas. The city has been redivided from the original two. There is 
(1) THE CITY, (2) DUN LAOIGHAIRE RATHDOWN, (3) SOUTH DUBLIN and (4) FINGALL (see illustra-
tion). Each area has its own administration and all stand equal in power and influence. Thus, the center is 
forgotten by the more powerful edge. 
AWAKE 
This new city, encompassing these four parts, is sprawling and undefined. Domination of the center no longer 
exists. The center is equal in influence to the edges. There becomes no center and no periphery, geographic 
exclusion is no longer relevant. The dweller is free to be included. Movement is not defmed by location but by 
proximity to paths of connection. 
OPEN SPACE 
This vast sea of built sameness can only be characterized by its open spaces. 
"/wish I hadn't cried so much!" said Alice as she swam about trying to find her way out. " 
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland. 
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Dublin City as mapped on Shell Oil promotion pamphlet. 
The Westlink road is still under construction is soon to link the edge zone. 
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Map of Dublin city area showing the city center, number ! 
and the surrounding suburban areas numbers 2 to 4. 
Population increase per I 000 people In Tallaght (top), The Weslink road from above to the west of the city. 
lucarv'Ciondalkin (middle) and Blanchardstown (bottom). Image from Shell oil advertising/information. 
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"History is a nightmare from which we are trying to awake." Step!unDedlmu, Uly:rmJamuJoyce. 
REPEATED PATTERNS 
It is not relevant to dwell on the troubled history of Ireland but some conditions, themes and patterns are 
relevant to the present condition. It is these themes and patterns that alter the present, and make a seemingly 
general condition of post W.W. II development, into a particular one. 
IDENTITY 
Much of the insecurity of the individual and the constant search for an identity resulted from nearly eight 
hundred years of British domination. This lack of permanence and a reluctance to claim a place may be, partly 
a result of this. The knowledge that nothing is certain gained from continuous upheaval. It is argued, that with 
this experience of constant turmoil that Ireland did not have to wait until the twentieth century to undergo the 
shock of modernization. The shock of modernization, which later, in other countries brought lack of identity 
and alienation are not new here. 
Weslink Motorway, Ballymount, Co. Dublin. Towards Dublin Mountains 
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ISOLATION 
The island is small, and claustrophobic and isolated on the far Western fringes of Europe. Thus, the people 
feel isolated and trapped. This is reinforced by the further traps of the city, daily life and poverty. 
OUTSIDE THE WAlLS 
By 841 the Vikings had established Dublin as one of a number of trading posts around Ireland. They began the 
pattern of exclusion by not admitting the native Irish to settle in the city. During the twelfth century, following 
the British Norman invasions and control (the city becoming capitol of their colony in 1170) when it gradually 
took the forms of a typical medieval town. Dominated by the characteristic elements- a castle, a protective 
wall, gates and a cathedral. During this Norman domination the Vikings, in turn, were forced to settle outside 
the town walls. In 1695 the introduction of the 'Penal Laws' restricted the rites of the Catholics, who were 
(predominantly) the 'native' Irish. They, following a period of more lenient legislation, were again forced to 
settle outside the city walls. 
A common occurrence in towns is an area named "Irishtown" outside the walls. This pattern is one of exclu-
sion exists in the mind to the present day although its irrelevance should now be apparent. 
The forced suburbanization of this centaury continued the pattern discrete enclaves outside the "walls". 
These, since the earliest city foundations, has given most towns an undefined edge. 
IlliCIT MEETINGS 
In a persecuted country, open spaces or left over spaces have been used for illegal meetings of all kinds. For 
political rallys, church meetings, educational meetings. These hidden institutions, without a building or 
symbol, were "hedge churches" and "hedge schools" etc .. It is at these forbidden hedge meetings that the 
persecuted community tried to cling onto its identity and traditions. 
Thus, the complete invisible nature of the peripheral zone of Dublin only continues the notion of banishing the 
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lllicet meeting from The Poor Mouth, Flann OBrien. 
Illustration by Ralph Steadman. 
"Not only one fine oration f ollowed this one but eight. Many Gaels collapsed from hunger and from the strain 
of listening while one fellow died most Gaelically in teh midst ofteh assembley. Yes! we had a great day of 
oratory in Corkadoragha that day!" ThePoorMouth, FlannOBrian. 
persecuted. The project proposes by identifying the zone the condition immediately changes from 
persecution to freedom. 
COLONY IN EUROPE 
Ireland was in the unique and peculiar position of being a colony in Europe. During the period of 
British domination, Dublin was the second city of the British Empire and had to keep up appearances 
accordingly. Fine public buildings, grand squares and housing plans 'estates' were rapidly con-
structed. This frantic building took place for about one hundred and fifty years (the Georgian period), 
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until the Act of Union in 1800, when the Irish parliament was dissolved and all political matters were 
decided in London. 
Appearances were reliant on a foreign model. This was followed by a complete disinterest by the Irish in 
appearance of any kind. The environment suffers from this neglect. 
EARLY SPECULATION 
The speculative nature of residential developments the Georgian period ( 18 c.), is not unlike in process the 
more recent speculative residential "estates". Then housing schemes were compartmentalized, built at 
random on a certain land "estates" under particular ownership, for example the development of the 
Fitzwilliam estate. 
In these eighteenth century developments there is no finality about the built moves. The streets extend out 
to nothingness and the houses fill around the voids. These squares are regularly shaped green spaces. This 
city is navigated through the voids. 
Fitzwilliam Square, early 19 c. 
Open ended Streets, open vistas etc. 
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Merrion Square, Fitzwilliam estate. 
DISSOLUTION 
It was with the collapse of the Union in 1800 and the moving of the parliament of Ireland back to London 
that resulted in gradual disrepair.At the beginning of this century Dublin had the worst slum and tenement 
situation in Europe. It is from these slums that the new suburban dwellers came from. 
FREEDOM 
Ireland gained independence from England in 1921. The new constitution was adopted in 1937. little changed 
until the postW.W.II period. 
With the establishment of the state housing programs were started to deal with the slum problem and the 
large number of new arrivals. 
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PUBUC HOUSING 
Most development post W.W. II occurred in the periphery of the city This condition almost true of all 
cities in the U.S. and Europe. 
Lack of confidence resulted in Ireland immediately following British policies with similar ones. 
Government public housing at Marino and Crumlin, built in the fifties, were of this type (English 
garden city). Symmetrical and inward focused. During the sixties, influence again came from En-
gland, and resulted in the construction in 1963 of the Ballymun high rise estate to the North of the 
city. Deemed a failure on completion this type was immediately abandoned. It now rises out of the 
low lying skyline on the plains, as a monument to a failure in every sense. A failed project, which 
houses failed lives. 
Housing at Crumlin circa 1950. 
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I 0 PEOPLE PER ACRE 
The strategy since Ballymun is the three bedroom single family house at the low density of 10 people 
per acre. This rash of housing spreads endlessly encroaching on the mountains to the south and 
unbounded to the west and north. 
FORGOTTEN 
The slum problem had been solved. But a reservation of discontent has been created. Days are spent 
in these three bedroom houses, in the middle of nowhere, without a car, without a job, without 
amenities. People are housed and forgotten in this invisible world of the suburbs. 
WAITING 
In this city people live - trapped. Trapped by poverty, by themselves. They are in this house, immo-
bile, at the end of the road, in a small damp room, watching TV and waiting, living life as a sentience. 
The situation is never as hopeless when you can dream. 
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Europe, from 'Topographia Hiberniae' (caAD 1200) Ireland the blob on the left ISLAND 
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superstudio, restoration study for Rorence, 1970. FLOAT 
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Richard long,A LINE MADE BY WALKING, England 1967 PATH 
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Aran Islands, Co. Galway, Ireland FIELD 
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Teignmouth Pier, South Devon, England DESTINATION 
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water tower, I I 0, San Antonio, Texas MARK 
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Shopping with horse, Ballymun Housing Estate, Dublin DISPLACED 
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The following are extracts from current both fact and fiction written in and about this peripharal zone of Dublin. 
They express a life and a real site that seems hidden on inspection. In these stories the dream of escaping and the 
fight not to be forgotten is powerfully expressed. 
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I never asked you 
It's strange how a 
on your mind .... But 
They planted trees 
escaping through 
pigeon lofts, that city . 
The children of limbo 
I called home were a 
I began bringing home phrases that couldn't ftt in that house when we still knelt for the family rosary. I hid phowgraphs of rock stars 
beneath my mattress like pornographic pictures, wrote English soccer players' names on my copy book feeling I was committing a betrayal. 
When I was twelve my father brought me back fD the farm bordering the Kerry coast where he had been born. I stood awkwardly in my 
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his hand again 
He focused his 
of what might 
lights winked 
part of it; one cell in ihat vibrant O'R,~nif$J11t.!}tlow 
'"'"'·"·'·t.t ... ln1w Sh~ stood almost indulgently 
sea . . . into their faces, stinging his . 
alive, no ~f.er wishing to think of the events 
earth again. '"' i.r warm hand brought him through 
nor·deman ut human alive, a tiny embryo of 
She stopped careering agai st Her back. They had reached the bottoin. 
across the sand which parted beneath their feet, slowing them so they seemed to move in a dream. A dark outline against the V of the 
cliffs took the shape of a concrete bunker as they approached. On both sides steel shutters glinted in the dark from the closed toilets. 
There was a narrow exposed entrance at the side of the shelter and a large open space at the front overlooking the sea. Most of the 
bench against the wall had been hacked away, but occasionally a strip of wood still ran between the concrete supports. When Hano 
struck a match he saw the walls cCNered in graffiti before the wind choked the flame. Sand and litter had been blown in across the floor 
and from one corner the smell of urine lingered. Yet when he squatted below the open window at the front there was shelter from the 
breeze. Katie was standing beside him leaning on the concrete still to gaze out at the waves. 
"How do you know this place?" he asked. 
· ''What does if matter?"' Sh~ repRed an4 huddled down beside him in silel)ce. fWt ~fter :a ITtoment he hear:d her vo~<::e~ 
"Seems like a life timej' she whispered. ••1 don't know, so fUcking long ago; O(t~n lads. would steal a car at night; arse e1round the streets 
in it, looking for a chase. But sometimes, you kri.ow they w<iuld just drive ·out into the country. You~ b-e with them in the back. killing time, 
· seeing what the stroke was.l loved it and hated it ... brought back things I didn't waht. We were so spaC.ed y.ou wouldn't think I'd remember 
any of it But 1 know every Janeway here like the veins on my wrist They're ·the only sHagging things that do seem reql;'~ 
"But I remember every se(:q_nd driving out her(! - it was vMd, Hanci you J¢9w,.what I m~an. One time we almost drove}1siftk·as L~itrim~· , 
. I wci~ _shauti,ng di~ectio'n,s (rop the ba.ck, Jike aJos.t animal fmding its-~y borne. I got frightenetl. when we . . . . · . .. ·_ ,. . · , . ... 
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Outer Dublin is cement coloured 
a playground and a school, but · 
which became runnels for the 
public transport 
All of this was makeshift. almost P.VI•r~n•hin,a 
as if it was built of kindling . 
... the bus service was hopelessly ineffident Often I waited, cursing. with my own laden bags; and /learned allot about the Irish patience. 
The foiled passengers whatever their needs or anxieties, would simply stand there and bear it ... Sometimes frustration would break out 
when women with kids at heel would clout and humiliate a child rather than complain about the service. 
Fatalism shared is a sense of humour. It can even be charity. 
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Donal hesitated outside the 
Outside the night was perfectly 
the countryside. He could hear 
probably.Across the yard t>ur·nm~t;n 
up into the deep blueness of the 
of it all was both frightening and 
and he would be swallowed up 
The Night Shift. Dermot Bolger. 
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. '·.: 
You say you will/eave this place ;;;:·,,!>~KJi~.h~-tt.;;;!; 
And take yourself off to · · 
A Galway cottage, a village in 
-Anywhere but here: 
Paris,A/exandria, Finglas, 
We pace our houses up and doW.n, 
Go to doors and windows, · 
Hoping to discover some minute, perceptible change 
In all the whiteness. 
We bathe ourselves, wash out our old rooms, 
Clean our houses down for very boredom. 
Slowly, inexorably, the silence conquers us. 
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over Stephen's 
a day to come 
contradictions and 
Above alii missed th 
ourselves were not 
in those years . 
... other dries had prepared me to relish a place which had something of the theater of a dty, and all the intimacy of a town .... None of 
it prepared me for a suburb. There is, after all a necessity about cities. By the time you come to them, there is something finished and 
inevitable about their architecture; even about their grime. You Accept both. 
. a:·wnole. ror;J.d i~ fUll of bic"f4~,mner~~·~r,zt~>,j1Qm 
q ?<m4· O.UtQJ';;(1(11 •• e'Jr-aistn :buns. Tpere -win b¢ $~outing · 
. . be gone. The shouting ani:/ 
moming and doors will ·· 
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Jimmyjr was 
out. Tracy and Unda, 
table. 
-Your one, Sharon 
- Sharon Rabbitte's 
- I don't believe yeh! 
- jaysis 
-jesus! Are yeh serious? 
-Who's she havin' it for? 
- I don't know. 
-She won't say. She doesn't know. 
- She can't remember. 
- Oh God, poor Sharon. 
- Thats shockin'. 
-Mn. 
-Dirty bitch. 
- P®r Sharon. 
-The31ut. ~J i . ,· "'··. :&e/ieVe her. 
~~J-~h(l~t:!t!:nin~. 
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Piers at Dun L.aoighaire MAN MADE 
MilliE 
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Jimmy Rabbitte Sr had the kitchen to himself. He f:eh 
somewhere to do his homework. 
- Oh-, said Darren, he turned to go back into 
- D'yeh need the table, Darren? said 
Jimmy Sr left Darren in the kitchen cmd .. 
flu or something. But there was nowhere else ·,p go · 
wasn't too bad. 
.. ·.. ~·: .. 
. on.e of his sons~ was at the door. looking for 
step WQ~ Cf:?ld.; heC/ end up wtth piles or the 
- were-occupied. He rubbed his hands; it 
He was tempted to have abash at the garden f,tft __ .. _ .. ·· .. WQ'f~~rfy- qi(gorie{h~'d - b~.~rr artting it so often. He<J have looked like a 
gobshite bringing the fawn-mower for a walk around a baldy g~.Jen;i~ the "rfiiddle ofNOV.ember.There were weeds under the hedge, but 
they could stay there, he liked them; they made the garden lo~k more natural. He'd painted the gate and the railings a few months back; 
red, and a bit of white, The Liverpool colours, but Darren didn't seem to care about that sort of thing any more. 
The car went by again, the other way this time. He got a better look at the driver but he still didn't know him. He looked as if he was 
searching for a house he didn't know. He was only looking at the even numbers across the way. He might have been the police. That 
would've been watching the in and arresting Frana Traynor again. It had been great gas the last time done it, 
~1·-~~~'!r,~~lf-;~!~~{~'{}1~- ~- !~- . · · · · · at :tftem from the bedroom windtis•t an#_fft~ hit.. · 
--
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to sing at once, a syr:nm.r~t11t(Jf;hltltn 
the thing not 
it had been for monthis.:' i1.M-rttJil~n 
gardens are opening 
hissing of sprinklers. 
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Pigeon House Chimneys. POLLUTION 
MOllE 
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Fuck was the best 
-Gee! 
Fuck was always too 
but Fuck floating 
seconds - when he 
caught and grabbed 
only forbidden things 
waste it 
'.: · .·· ··. ·. 
I'd hold my arms out · . feel the air against my arms, trying tD stop d:tem from., . PinJt~_$()~r~:1~ 
dragging them through water. going. open, ··steps in a circle; my heels cut into the grass, made it juicy; really fast ~ 
the kitchen, the hedge, the back, the other hedge, the apple tree, the house, the kitchen, the hedge, the back- waiting to stop my feet I 
never warned myself . It just happened - the other hedge, the apple tree, the house, the kitchen - stop onto the ground, on my back, 
sweating, gasping everything still spinning. The sky - round and round - nearly wanting to get sick. Wet from sweating, cold and hot Belch. 
I had to lie there till it was over. Round and round; it was better with my eyes open, trying to get my eyes to hang onto one thing and stop 
r,tffl~Qg:~.~IJ~)~.wc::a~round, round· and it; it was terrib,t~-~m,~ype tl1qf WCJIS ~4.J.Y.4t.<~ n 
"''"" ... ""'',. ... '"' a.nd ...w;. ..... ·. IJ>t·n.nA.:11n.' :.. 
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A new path has been laid at one end of the green in K.ill'bmrrac::IC 
tracks doing nothing, but when I saw this path a month ago the 
The green is a great place. It has a weather system all of its 
It surrounds you like the Apaches, jabs at you and wriggles 
drenched crossing the green. 
missing and there's a scabby old field- beside the 
Thefve fjnished building Ki/lbarack. 
the green it gallOps across iL It waits for you. 
the nose cffyou. Even on a dry day you can get 
On summer evenings the green Is fuiro( people. Thin kids in round around it-and stockier kids run quicker across it 
There are Golfing Prohibited signs and the golfers lean against them as they wait for the lads infront to finish. Sometimes there are 
horses. Polo isn't prohibited. And there is soccer, what looks like three matches being played on the one pitch at the same time. The 
fathers stand on the sideline and shout, Good lad Darren and Mind your house. The kids all run after the ball. 
Last September there was a dead body on the green for a couple of hours. R. IE. came ouL The next Saturday there was another dead 
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Memamademe 
bottom of the 
So where is Coo/ock? 
Coolock. Paul 
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Guinness Brewery, St. James' Gate GUINNESS 
MilliE 
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Everyone needs 
Tolloght, Kieran Fagan. 
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still occurring. 
To me, at least, a 
city as his or her 
dead it is alive 
finished but yet to 
Introduction to 
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Atn~htwhenthes~~~~~~.~ 1~~~~ '~·;q·~~!«ti%~~S~~~ 
They are as exotic ''j~)::J.·Y'i··;~;:.~:·:'f:~Et~f~~L::'~i '.<<!-{,'K:'!:C·.:::::/;·,-:.·} ;;;;y;.;:(· 
I saw in the hm·bo1111': ctt 
Or the giant tenrvbc>m:•:·.•i'-· 
That chugs betwe·eii ~Ven·lce 
And some day too 
They will sail away :i:i•~:.: '-*t•~,· ........ \,,. 
And the people con1~'~ftavJinJt:(Q tlit~r ,bafc':C.i'Jif;$.'l:".:1iii:''t', 
Podroig J. Daly, Vicar Street Flats I. 
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D t~- i~· ~~~ 
i}' agai.r1, the other. \•lay this t e 
. \ l if -_ · a .. se · -s . ktmyr.,tJ: 
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drinking ipfront of the people coming in and out -of Craz-y" P · 1 
lsPa;~~n.R ~~sr~a~~98w8!1£Y tll!.!l:g, t!HMt.dtP ~ 
. pieces of information. Tl1~y and \ve ~..rere part of 
ated throughout Ireland in those years ... other cities had pre 
~1 ~ o~rame f t:blea.ttmk .o!h€& k elitygoitmlrJd aujdundhQh · t¢t 
Pfl\Pi@~effi~aWlJ1dl e~ue~s-e ~ .isShetvodJl.dll tl t.;:: e~l> a~ 
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year ~ 
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suicide 
plains of fingall 
void 
left over 
river tolka 
imperial 
royal canal papal 
river liffey 
no place 
grand canal 
;~between 
guinness 
mountains consumer 
empty field 
mountains 
pollution 
river dodder 
open space 
devil 
mountains where? 
manmade 
SITE 
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"All changed changed utterly: 
A terrible beauty is born." W.B.Yeats. 
DREAM 
The project began with the identification of a dream. This dream being a desire to escape. A hope to escape 
from yourself, your situation, your life, even if only for a moment. This frustrated energy is only alive in the 
world of make believe. The project will provides valves in the landscape where this energy could be let out into 
the realm of the "real" . 
This dream finds its freedom in the in-between zones the gaps the left over places The dream floats free where it 
can. It can only be free in the unclaimed spaces, the in-between, the un-built, the uncontrolled the void. 
OCEANIC LANDSCAPE 
The terrain is likened to an ocean world. In this oceanic zone nothing is fixed, people, houses, factories are 
floating without reason. They float as discrete fragments of life, a fragment as small as the individual and as 
large as a general "estate" area. These blobs of discrete existences are untied and are ultimately, if unnoticed 
free. 
This lack of place and unfixed-ness makes freedom possible the trap of life is only as existent as it is in the 
mind. The escape longed for is available but passes unnoticed. It lies quietly, a secret waiting for discovery. To 
be rooted and fixed, thought of as missing, is merely to be trapped. 
MAGIC ZONES 
After considering the site as this oceanic environment the frrst move is to identify the potent open spaces. They 
are marked and preserved as such. 
Seven open spaces are marked. 
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These seven fields are at the edge of the city as the distinction between city and country blurs. In these fields the 
struggle of life in this zone will be made apparent. In the fields are constructed pieces, paths, bridges etc. which 
become beacons in this mark-less zone. They are references both physical position and state of mind. 
These markers occur outside the "Westlink" road. They reference back and forwards, to the country and to the 
city to the past and present. The seven fields and paths become reference points from far and an alternative 
journey or path to be used. Navigation in this zone is altered. Path joins to path to path becoming a secret, 
continuous link about the city. These moments are experienced as a string of events, random interruptions or as 
intimate sensual experiences at close range. 
The siting of these fields, paths and pieces is not a completely random exercise. Each is identified frrstly as site 
specific, and secondly related, with returning, reinterpreted elements to the next. The conditions of the zone are 
exaggerated by the interventions. The repeating and manipulated elements of stair tower, ramp, bridge, path and 
the materials are made unique to each condition. 
LINK 
Considering of movement along "Westlink" became a starting point. It becomes a new reference point for the 
city. It is the only continuous element to be crossed or at least reckoned with as you navigate. This new "prom-
enade" leaves the city center behind and embraces the new free, zone. Movement along the road extends or 
contracts, tightness or openness to close or far horizons. As one moves along three distinct zones emerge. First 
the mountains, then the west moving communications- rivers and rail and canal and then the vast expansive 
plains to the north. 
FIELD OF DEBRIS 
The built interventions or structures on these seven sites, the fields, form a fragmented loop, a field of debris 
around the city. This debris scattered in the manner of an airline crash. Beginning with the greatest impact on 
the ground (7), forming a large recessed field spreading to thinner, more linear ( 4, 5 & 6) marks and finally a 
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completely fragmented, sharp, clusters of debris (1, 2 &3) on the mountain side. 
THE MOUNTAINS vertical containment 
Passing along the road parallel to the mountains the mountains contain and echo back the rhythm of anything 
sent towards them. The view is closed, the spectator trapped. This steady rolling rhythm is contrasted by short, 
sharp jolts of the constructed fragments. 
THE SLOTS controlled views 
The views extent out of the city in slots. The experience is already interrupted into contained views. The 
proposal links and brings continuity. Bridging the gaps between the movements - water, trains or cars. 
THE PLAINS horizontal extension 
Horses graze next to burnt out cars next to tower apartment blocks in this wasteland filled with disjointed but 
endless houses. There is no limit here, no restraints, no containment the field is open, but slightly depressed to 
contain. It is ready to gallop, run or roll across. 
CHANGING GROUND LEVELS 
As the movement from sea, to mountains to plains back to sea is considered the ground level related to the 
sea is always changing. The elevation of the ground lowers steadily from mountain to plain. 
At the highest point, the mountains there is containment and as the ground sinks it becomes flat and expansive 
enabling more freedom. The constructions in the fields, or the built pieces reflect this shift. The higher pieces 
on the higher ground allow escape by rising from the trap from going to containment on the flat zone. The 
ground is gradually impinged upon. 
The mark soars for freedom or sinks for containment to stop a disappearance in an attempt to always remain 
visible. 
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TOUCH 
The materials are rough, tough, put together, crude, balanced. The pieces that make up each part are com-
pletely fragmented, nothing "fits,. Pieces hang and dangerously sway, gaps underfoot reveal passing cars or 
rushing waters or frame the ground, twisted paths reveal new ends, stair towers glint, a moment, blinding from 
afar. The surfaces are shinny and slippery, tough and resilient or rotting. Parts of paths crumble, links drop off, 
revealing a new journey or a new navigation waiting to be discovered. 
JOURNEY 
The project embraces a journey around the city. Continuous or random. Both the city and each constructed 
piece are a journey. 
These journeys are for the spirit and thought. Thoughts about the city, place, alienation, relationship to others 
or lonesome brooding. 
Each journey leads to a destination or passes points. These "stops•• are either an event or a non-event, to be 
alone, to be with others, to discover self, to discover others or the city. Each piece becomes a social tester or a 
social condenser. These condensers may frustrate, ask too many questions without providing answers. Prima-
rily they are to be a stimulation. 
EVENT NOT PROGRAM 
The interventions in these fields are program-less. They suggest program, possible paths, possible journeys, 
possible places alone, possible places together, to watch or be seen, but never too dogmatically defined. They 
are places of event or non-event. Escape in density of active paths or the powerful zero density of the void. In 
an attempt to retain the freedom already existing the program is left open for interpretation (lovers meeting, 
cider drinking, dog walking, dog barking, drug dealing, bike racing, picnic eating, horses galloping, motorbikes 
screeching).As mentioned in the introduction the pieces will be nothing until used. With this approach it will 
always represent a time and a place and never become static. 
To avoid being static avoids the peril of becoming a monument. 
IMAGINED PLACE 
It not even have to exist? 
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Beach Co.Galway,West of Ireland 
- -Map of city extruded along the new "westlink" road viewed out towards country - text represents the housing estates and the horizontal 
red line is the "west-link" road crossed by roads, rivers, canals, rail lines etc. 
OCEANIC ZONE 
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RHnHM 
short 
sharp 
breaks 
combined views rhythm and stops along the "Westlink" 
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IPEISPICE 
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INTO 
Site model at the south of the city. Fields marked as the uncontrolled 
terrain enters from the mountains. The text represents the city, or ground 
covered by the city, the images and text are those areas built in the past 30 
years, teh parts struggling for existence. the edge. The city becomes one of 
stories, one of text and fiction. 
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I I" 
MOUNTAINS 
71 
liT IF 
To the west of the city. Slots if western moving traffic water, cars, trains 
extend out towards to country. 
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WESTWARD 
73 
Site model showing flat expansive terrain to the north of the city. 
ACROSS 
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PlAINS 
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twilight social welfare religion knives invissible sprawl 
pray pay lost brutal PIECE I deadley danger 
catholic mother waiting bus too slow isolated bishops with chil-
dren cider waiting millions PIECE 2 children with children 
too fast divorce shock breathe space sigh forgotten 
drunk PIECE 3 drink joy concretalive problem endless 
monotony lucky houses sparce tough ghettos dead dead end 
grafiti jump PIECE 4 killed sleep pint boredom 
aggression television sedation depression live drug apathy 
joy ride left over displaced space PIECE 5 threat 
starving starving horse money powerless junk unemployed 
purpose heroin PIECE 6 sex single mother 
chance burning cars drugs cash attack crimenal needle 
semi-detached lobotmy forget phase better terrorist lost conti-
nuity wait PIECE 7 rain 
JOURNEY c1n FRAGMENTED PIECES 
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79 PIECE 1 
The field is marked where the city and mountain collide. A path winds from the mountain to the city. A steel 
frame maneuvers its way across the terrain to hold this rising path, a ramp. The path continues suspended 
through the structure. Being suspended this ramp disconnects from the ground, not needing its support. At the 
end is a destination high above - viewing sea city and mountain. The path hangs free from the ground and free 
from the echoing space between city and mountain. The structure a jolt to the continuous rhythm. You swing 
freely between the city and country, ground and sky , yourself and the city. 
end alone 
RUN FROM PIECE I 
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PIECE I 
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PIECE 2 
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The field is marked and preserved as such. Two paths swing touch, glide, pass, tempt but never meet. They both 
end, never meeting, unexpectedly at different places. This floating journey only is connected to the structure and 
not to the ground. 
tease 
Gill PIECE 2 
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PIECE 2 
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85 PIECE 3 
The pieces of structure moves apart, the paths are continuous, a circuitous route. There is no end only moments 
or breaks in a journey. The paths become a bridge again suspended, but less high above the ground. 
GO ONLY CROSS 
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PIECE 3 
• 
PIECE 3 
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PIECE 4 
88 
A field marked at the crossing of a busy motorway. The path touches the ground and becomes a bridge to cross 
this road. The path becomes linear, no longer relying on destination as an end but has no end and becomes two 
sided. It mediates this line, which can not exist, between to the country and to the city. 
RISE FROM GROUND 
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PIECE 4 
90 
PIECE 5 
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The field in a zone accommodating the Grand Canal and the western railway. The paths are 
bridges which cross these two moving elements. The paths cross at the center a true waste-
land, an inaccesible island. The slot of space between goes on forever. These extruded paths 
give a continuity of experience to the traveller on them or passing farther on the Westlink:. 
They join discrete existences (housing "estates") that are otherwise oblivious to their loca-
tion. 
. . 
cross JOin 
CROSSING PIECES 
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PIECE 5 
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The ground sinks dramatically for the river ~alley, the River Liffey. The river flows to the city center and 
comes from the mountains. There are three paths. These paths rise and become a twisted bridge over the river. 
Each path starts and ends up in a different relation to the others on the opposite up. The journey across is one of 
uncertainty, possible meetings and impossible unions. An unscheduled meeting may happen, as the two paths 
join, more easily than one that is arranged. Two paths meet and one never does, but takes its own course 
dipping close to the water. The journey is one of endless possibility. 
tempt or ~eyer .. 
BRIDIE IF CHANCE PIECE 6 
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PlECE 6 
96 
PIECE 7 
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The large field is on the plains to the north of the city. It is marked by a gentle push to the ground. This slight 
depression allows the field to hold its place. It becomes a hollowed gathering place. It is a giant pattern on the 
ground. The surrounding paths and roads inevitably go there. It is a gathering large enough to accommodate 
everything and nothing at all. It is to be viewed from the constant stream of jets, leaving the nearby Dublin 
Airport (heading towards "better" places) and from the Ballymun tower blocks. Pet horses and ponies already 
roam this flat terrain, this field has them too in mind. 
. .... ' . 
RUN FREE PIECE 7 
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PIECE 7 
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section 
HATE SEE FEEl TIM' FlEE FM.l 
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CI.ISE FMI Arllll MEET IIIII SEPMMTE 
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section 
TOUCH IliA/ICE KIIIW ErE/IT 11111-Erl/IT 
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section 
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Monument? Why does this project propose to mark the gaps? Will monumentalising the condition 
make it disappear? Is it sentimental nostalgic to propose physical markers? How can a 
city exist if only virtual? If form and marking do not completely disappear they will be seen in a new 
context? Will this context be dominated by the gaps and the left over spaces? Will the 
quality of these gaps and the freedom they now posses be destroyed by marking them? Gaps exist because 
they are unmarked? Is an attempt to mark an attempt to control? Is an attempt to regain continuity in the 
fragmented city flawed? Unique? Is there anything unique about this city? 
Are the stories and the "culture of clausterpholbia" elsewhere? Sensory? Can a sensory 
experience alone at all express frustrated moods? Is this proposed sensory tactile experience (virtuality can 
not) essential? Is it hopeless to believe that form alone can improve a condition? Is the notion 
of the structures as social condensers unhealthy? Un-programmed? Is it possible for the 
body (event) to be free of program? Does this attempt to notice the previously un-noticed and un-programmed 
destroy it? How can the quality of open-ness, un-programmed-ness, and freedom be retained? 
Is un-programmed space the only place that is "free"? Individual? What is the position 
of the individual? How can the relationship between teh individual and the city be improved? 
Is thsi new city of of dominant edge a no exclusion free for all? Can a feeling of exclusion in 
relation to location exist? It is only economic exclusion that remains? How can making 
solve economic exclusion? Isolation? Is the disconnection from self and others city and 
country unique? Have the individuals (and city) become disconnected, dismembered and fragmented? 
How can an individual or a city be understood without any connected-ness? Continuity? Are 
the roads, freeways, the "West-Link" offering connection and continuity? Do these offer 
continuity in relation only to time and not to position? In this fragmented city what do the 
continuous elements (the highways) in this case the "Westlink" become - the new public"promenade"? 
Is the city somewhere only to pass through and never to stop? Is constructing stops (the constructed markers) a 
valid suggestion? Real? Are the markers real? Is it enough for the markers to be only a 
state of mind? Is the un-real more powerful than the real? Will the markers reveal a quality to the 
empty space or destroy it? 
nature of teh zone? 
in minds of the inhabitants? 
Will this project and the desire for order, ruin the freedomand random 
Is it only the idea that needs magnitude? Can this project exist 
Imagined? Could these places be imagined? Would 
imagining them be enough to escape and play out the dream? Real or imagined is it only in these free spaces 
that these emotions can be expressed? Only in a "floating" zone such as this periphery can freedom be 
attained? The project needs to delicately mark but not tie down? Is to tie down to trap? Is 
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seeing the hidden or invisible making it too available? Being available it is no longer is the place of 
forbidden unions? Is the excitement of the illicit essential? Do these structures and fields become 
mediators between the city and the country? Have both these conditions disappeared? 
Why do horses live here? What kind of balance is there between continuity and fragmentation? Free? 
Like space the proposed structures need to be free enough for un-programmed events? Construction 
needs to be light of hand and not precious? To be too precious is a desire to completely control? Any attempt 
to completely control will fail? Contradiction? How is a field marked? Is it 
precious itself to mark and preserve the open and free? Does this contradict the very premise of 
the project? When to decide what is too little and what is too much? How possibly can 
these decisions be made? Invisible? Can a city become only a knot of communications? 
Will the city become completely invisible? 
Do the constructed piece needs to be incomplete? 
For sucess does the project need to be incomplete? 
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A conclusion at this point seems in vain. 
The project attempted to understand the city from a new perspective. 
The struggle has been the attempt at to create work with a lightness, the architect made invisible. Thus, trying to 
fmd a balance between things which just happen and the need to promote them. 
How much is too much and how much is too little? 
The project proposed boldly, for a reaction, for questions, rather than answers. 
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